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OnBehalf: AHF Registry

Background & Aim A novel echocardiographic method to non-invasively determine left ventricular (LV) myocardial work (MyW) based on
speckle-tracking derived longitudinal strain and blood pressure has recently been validated against invasive reference measurements. MyW
is considered less load-dependent than LV ejection fraction (EF) and LV longitudinal strain. We investigated MyW indices in patients with
reduced ejection fraction (LVEF <40%; HFrEF) and patients with preserved ejection fraction (LVEF ≥50%, HFpEF) admitted for acutely de-
compensated heart failure (AHF).

Methods The AHF registry is a monocentric prospective follow-up study that comprehensively phenotypes consecutive patients hospitalized
for AHF. Echocardiography was performed on the day of admission. MyW assessment was performed off-line using EchoPAC (GE, version
202). Here we present MyW indices and performed two-sided t-tests to analyze differences in numerical baseline covariates.

Results We analyzed the echocardiograms of 94 AHF patients (72 ± 10 years; 36% female). 46 patients (49%) had an LVEF <40%, while 48
patients (51%) presented with LVEF ≥50%. HFrEF patients were younger, less often female, and hat lower blood pressure (table). Consis-
tent with lower LVEF, HFrEF patients had less negative global longitudinal strain and lower global constructive work, when compared to
HFpEF patients. Since HFrEF patients also had higher global wasted work, this yielded a lower myocardial work efficiency compared to
HFpEF patients (table).

Conclusions This analysis in patients with AHF exhibited marked differences in MyW indices according to subgroups with HFrEF and
HFpEF, thus adding information to the classical measures of LV function. Future research has to determine whether constructive and/or was-
ted MyW are valuable diagnostic or therapeutic targets in patients with AHF.
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